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Abstract
We consider the broadcasting operation in point-to-point packet-switched parallel and dis-
tributed networks of processors. We develop a general technique for the design of optimal
broadcast algorithms on a wide range of such systems. The technique works by modelling
broadcast algorithms using lopsided trees, i.e., trees in which dierent edges can have dierent
lengths. This technique makes it easier to design such algorithms and, furthermore, provides
generating function and Mellin transform tools that can be used to derive precise analyses of
their running times. As direct applications of this method we give an exact analysis of a known
algorithm for the POSTAL model, and design and analyze an optimal broadcast algorithm for the
MULTI PORT MULTI MEDIA model. We then show how our method can be applied to networks
with dierent underlying topologies, by designing and giving an exact analysis of an optimal
broadcast algorithm for the OPTICAL RING. ? 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Communication subsystems of parallel and distributed systems and high-speed net-
works are commonly modeled as message-passing systems, in which any processor can
submit to the network a point-to-point message destined at any other processor. The
network is responsible for delivering the messages from their sources to their destina-
tions. Networks which follow this modus operandi are called point-to-point networks.
Modern models that tend to give an abstract and high-level view of these systems
de-emphasize the particular organization of the processors in the system in favor of
a simpler and more robust view of a fully connected collection of processors. They
typically address issues of data packetization, separation of send and receive, and
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communication latencies and bandwidth, that do not appear in traditional \telephone-like"
models.
Examples for systems that explore these technological trends include parallel com-
puters such as IBM’s SP-2, Cray’s T3D, TMC’s CM-5, Intel’s Paragon, and Ncube’s
NCUBE=2. Because of their high latency, the inuence of these trends is even stronger
in distributed systems, such as clusters of workstations, and in communication networks,
such as optical networks, ATM networks, and the Internet.
One recent model that follows this paradigm is the POSTAL model [4]. 1 In the POSTAL
Model, the basic unit of interprocessor communication is a packet. The model employs
a latency parameter >1 which measures the ratio between (a) the time it takes to
deliver a message from its source to its destination, and (b) the time it takes the source
of the message to send it. Since the size of packets in a system is xed, this ratio is
independent of the exact value of the setup time (b). It is thus commonly assumed
that the time it takes the source of the message to complete a submission round is one
unit, and then it is free to start another round, while the submitted message may still
be on its way to its target. All of the models we consider in this work are packetized,
and thus will follow this same convention.
Another direction that has received attention recently is the emergence of message-
passing systems in which each processor can communicate over multiple ports concur-
rently. To model such systems, the MULTI PORT POSTAL model [1] was developed. In this
model, in each round, every processor can send several distinct messages and receive
several other messages using dierent ports. Examples of parallel systems in which
this variant of the POSTAL model applies include the SP-2 [21] and the CM-5 [25].
The POSTAL and MULTI PORT models are useful for investigating the topic of global
dissemination of information in message-passing systems, a topic which has received
much attention over the past few decades (see [8,17,20]). However, they are restricted
to homogeneous systems in which the communication characteristics are similar be-
tween any pair of processors. These models do not address properties of networks
such as the Internet, which incorporate multiple communication media, such as coaxial
cables, telephone lines, optical bers, cellular transmission, and satellites. Heteroge-
neous networks are becoming common carriers of large amounts of data. It is natural
to consider renements of the previous message-passing models to address heteroge-
neous networks which use multiple communication media with dierent characteristics.
We dub this model the MULTI MEDIA communication model. In the MULTI MEDIA model
the network consists of several communication media, which may all be used at the
convenience of any processor transmitting a message. Each of these services will have
its own latency parameter media (but the setup time of message transmission { having
to do with the eciency of the processor itself { is a unit of time to all of them).
Certain media may also relate to a certain price=performance tradeo, which may cause
a processor to prefer using one media over others. When the MULTI PORT MULTI MEDIA
1 Another model that was suggested at about the same time, namely the LOGP model [15], reduces to the
POSTAL model when studying communication-only problems, as we do in this work.
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model is assumed, then several dierent media may be used by each processor con-
currently.
An important issue in modeling a multiplicity of point-to-point messages has to do
with the underlying network. Packet-switching networks have dierent characteristics
than local-area networks which are based on a broadcast channel. Using such chan-
nels, primitives of broadcasting and multicasting feature almost identical performance as
point-to-point messages. It is desirable to get the same speedups in the packet-switching
networks. Thus, much work has been performed on designing ecient collective com-
munication primitives in point-to-point packet-switching networks. Preliminary evidence
supporting the promise of these directions is the experimental work described in [10].
The conclusion of this work is that a properly tuned broadcast based on the POSTAL
model on the Intel Delta system [26] can improve the best known implementations
well over 20%.
Indeed, broadcasting seems to be the most basic cooperative operation. It is used
extensively in almost all applications that one can imagine, including scientic compu-
tations, database transactions, network management protocols, and multimedia applica-
tions. The broadcast operation is as follows: Given a message M at a certain processor
p of a point-to-point network N, a broadcast algorithm on N is a schedule of mes-
sage transmissions by its processors so that eventually M is known to all of them, and
so that there are no redundant transmissions of M to the same destination. A broadcast
algorithm is said to be optimal when it is completed in the shortest possible time.
In this work we develop a general technique for the design and analysis of broadcast
algorithms in point-to-point packet-switching networks. Basically, we show that design-
ing such algorithms is equivalent to the construction of certain trees, called lopsided
trees. It turned out that the height of the trees directly corresponds to the running time
of the algorithms, so designing an optimal broadcast algorithm is equivalent to the
construction of a tree of minimal height. Fortunately, the machinery of constructing
and analyzing lopsided trees is somewhat more developed, and so the analysis of the
broadcast algorithms can piggyback on it.
In fact, the relation to lopsided trees was already known (although with a dierent
name and a dierent representation of the trees). This is due to Bar-Noy and Kipnis [4]
who presented an optimal algorithm in the POSTAL model based on generalized Fibonacci
numbers (see also [14]) and provided a partial analysis of their algorithm. As an
application of the technique presented in this work, we start by giving a precise analysis
of the running time of the Bar-Noy and Kipnis algorithm. We then generalize this
algorithm to give an optimal broadcast algorithm for the MULTI PORT MULTI MEDIA model,
followed by an exact analysis.
The relation of broadcast algorithms to lopsided trees is not restricted to topology-
independent networks. Once the restrictions on the topology are incorporated into
the structure of the tree, designing an optimal broadcast algorithm may be replaced
once again by the construction of a tree of minimal height. As an example, we con-
sider the OPTICAL RING. The OPTICAL RING consists of processors that are placed on a
ring where ecient communication (\electrical connections") can take place between
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neighboring nodes, and in addition the network is fully addressable for point-to-point
transmission (\optical communication") that experience higher latency. We design an
optimal broadcast algorithm for the OPTICAL RING by using the relation to a restricted
kind of lopsided trees. We use lopsided trees machinery to give the precise analysis
of this algorithm’s running time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe lopsided
trees and give some related denitions and preliminaries. In Section 3 we develop the
basic relation of broadcast algorithms and lopsided trees. We then give the POSTAL and
the MULTI PORT MULTI MEDIA models as simple applications of this relation. In Section 4
we show how topology-restricted models can use lopsided trees for the same purpose,
by giving an optimal broadcast algorithm for the OPTICAL RING. Finally, in Section 5 we
give some concluding remarks and point to future work.
2. Lopsided trees
Our technique for the design of optimal broadcast algorithms consists of the con-
struction of trees with varying edge lengths, called lopsided trees. Such trees have
previously been used (sometimes in hidden form) for the design and analysis of algo-
rithms in compression and decision making [13,19,22,23]. They were actually named
in the binary case by Kapoor and Reingold in [22]. Simply put, a lopsided tree,
Fig. 1, is one in which the length of the edge connecting a node to one of its
children depends upon which edge it is. The formal denition follows (and is slightly
extended from the one in [13] which assumed only bounded-arity trees).
Denition 1. Let L=fl1; l2; l3; : : :g be a (nite or innite) multiset of nondecreasing
positive reals 0<l16l26l36    with the further property that, for every x> 0; the
number of li with li6x is nite. The innite lopsided tree TL; is the rooted tree in
which each node has all jLj of its children and the height of the edge connecting a
node to its ith child is li. A lopsided tree T is any subtree of TL that contains the
root. The depth of node u 2 T is
depth(u) = sum of the lengths of the edges in the path connecting
the root of T to u:
The height of the tree is the maximal depth of a node in the tree.
It will turn out that, given a multiset P of k parameters P=f1; : : : ; kg; representing
latencies in the system, a particular type of lopsided tree will be most useful:
Denition 2. Let P= f1; : : : ; kg be a multiset of k parameters with
1626   6k :
Let LP be the multiset of edges
LP = fm+ j: m>0 an integer; 16j6kg:
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Fig. 1. A lopsided tree with L = f1; 3; 4g: This tree contains all nodes in the innite lopsided tree whose
parents have depth 4 or less.
We dene
TP = TLP
and say that it is the innite lopsided tree corresponding to parameters P. Any T TP
will be a lopsided tree corresponding to parameters P.
For example, if P= f 32g then
LP =

3
2
;
5
2
;
7
2
;
9
2
;
11
2
; : : :

:
Fig. 2 illustrates this. As another example, if P= fp2; 2; 2g then
LP = f
p
2; 2; 2; 1 +
p
2; 3; 3; 2 +
p
2; 4; 4; : : :g:
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Fig. 2. All nodes in Tf 32g of depth 6 or higher.
3. Point-to-point broadcast via trees
In this section we show that every broadcast algorithm in a point-to-point network
corresponds in a one-to-one fashion to a lopsided tree, then we proceed to give several
simple applications of this relation.
3.1. Relating broadcast and trees
The relation of trees to Broadcast algorithms is developed in a series of observations.
Given a network of n processors we show that every broadcast algorithm in the network
gives rise to a tree, and that all trees correspond to broadcast algorithms. We thus
conclude that a minimal-height tree on n nodes is in-fact an optimal broadcast algorithm
in the network.
Fig. 3 gives an example of the relation of broadcast algorithms and lopsided trees.
The gure draws four trees on ve nodes with edge parameters one and three, each
corresponding to a broadcast algorithm in a network with two communication media
of latencies one and three, respectively. For example, the leftmost tree may determine
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Fig. 3. Lopsided trees of depth three on ve nodes and parameter set f1; 3g.
a schedule of transmissions which corresponds to the following broadcast algorithm:
At step 1 processor 0 uses the port with latency one for transmitting the message M
to processor 1 and the port with latency three for transmitting M to processor 4; At
step 2 processor 0 uses the port with latency one for transmitting to processor 3 and
processor 1 uses the port with latency one for transmitting M to processor 2; After
three steps all ve processors have the message M .
The claims given below refer to a network with n processors, k communication
media and a corresponding multiset of latencies P= f1; : : : ; kg.
Claim 3.1. Every broadcast algorithm in the network determines a lopsided tree on n
nodes with the parameter set P.
Proof. The nodes in the tree correspond to the nodes of the network, where the root
of the tree is the node corresponding to the processor which initiates the broadcast.
We thus refer from now on to network processors and their corresponding tree nodes
as if they were the same. At any point of the discussion it should be clear from the
context which one of them is actually being dealt with.
An edge with the parameter i in the tree between a node v to a child node w
corresponds to a message that is sent in the network from node v to node w using port
i of v (so using the ith communication medium). The length of the edge corresponds to
the schedule of transmission: if v transmitted the message d steps after it was received,
then the length of the edge (v; w) would be d+i, where i is the latency of the medium
i. Note that d+i is the time that the message was received by w following its arrival
to v.
The fact that no processor gets the same message twice and that a port does not
transmit two messages at the same time imply that the resulting graph is a lopsided
tree. Obviously, this tree has a parameter set matching P.
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Fig. 4. First values of Ff 32g(x).
Note that the time in which the message was received by a processor in the network
is the sum of the lengths of the edges on the path from the corresponding node to the
root, which is exactly the depth of the node.
We now introduce some functions that will permit us to analyze lopsided trees.
Denition 3. Let P=f1; : : : ; kg be a parameter set and TP the corresponding innite
lopsided tree. Dene
FP(x) = jfu 2 TP: depth(u)6xgj
and
fP(n) = minfx: F(x)>ng:
Fig. 4 gives the values of Ff 32g(x) for x66: These can be read o of the tree in Fig. 2.
Note that Ff 32g(x) only changes at x of the form i=2; i an integer.
To visualize these functions consider a horizontal line that starts at the root of the
innite tree and is slowly pulled down. FP(x) is the number of nodes that the line has
passed over by the time it reaches depth x; fP(n) is the depth the line must be pulled
to until n nodes have been passed over.
When P is understood we will sometimes write F(x) and f(n) dropping the sub-
scripted P: We also need one more denition:
Denition 4. Let P be a given set of parameters. A lopsided tree on n nodes with
the parameter set P is said to be of minimal-height with respect to P if its height is
fP(n).
Claim 3.2. Let T be a lopsided tree with parameter set P containing n nodes. Then
T has height at least fP(n):
Proof. Let A(x)=fu 2 TP; depth(u)6xg: If T has height x then T A(x): Since A(x)
has exactly FP(x) nodes in order for T to have at least n nodes it must have height
at least fP(n):
This claim implies that indeed, \minimal-height trees" have minimal height among
all trees with n nodes and the same parameter set.
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Claim 3.3. A minimal-height tree on n nodes and a parameter set P corresponds to
an optimal broadcast algorithm on n processors in a network with a set of latencies
P.
Proof. Let the edges of the tree determine a schedule of message transmission, as
follows: the index of the edge parameter is used as the port number through which
the message is to be transmitted. Since there are no two edges of the same parameter
with the same length, the edge length can be used to determine a schedule of message
transmission, so that if the edge length to the child w is longer by 1 than the edge
length to the child w0 then the message to processor w0 will be sent one step later.
As mentioned, the condition on the edges of a tree implies that with this schedule a
single message is transmitted by any port in the network at any step.
Since transmissions can be carried in parallel by dierent processors, the height of
the tree corresponds to the parallel running time of the algorithm. This implies that
the resulting algorithm is optimal with respect to its running time, since otherwise
there would be a faster broadcasting algorithm on n processors, which, by Claim 3.1
corresponds to a shorter lopsided tree with n nodes, which, by Claim 3.2, does not
exist, thus yielding a contradiction.
By the claims above we conclude the following useful theorem.
Theorem 3.4. Let N be an n processors point-to-point network with a certain set
of communication media and an associated set of latencies P. Then every optimal
broadcast algorithm for N is also an algorithm which creates a minimal-height tree
on n nodes having P it as its parameter set. The converse of the above holds as
well: Every algorithm to construct a minimal-height tree is also an optimal broadcast
algorithm. The parallel running time of the broadcast algorithm directly relates to
the height of the constructed tree; and vice versa.
We proceed in the next subsections to give some simple applications of this useful
relation. Before doing so we derive a recurrence relation for FP(x) that will permit
us to study lopsided trees and yield a simple algorithm for calculating it. Note that
in what follows we strongly use the formal condition that 8i; i>1 which physically
means that a message can not be received before it is fully sent.
We start with the recurrence relation. Consider the state of the system after x units
of time. The original broadcasting node knows the message as do all the nodes it has
personally broadcast to. Over medium i it has been able to broadcast to nodes that
receive the message at times
i; 1 + i; 2 + i; : : : ; j + i; : : :
for all j+ i6x: The node that receives the message at time j+ i can be considered
as starting a broadcast protocol that will last x − j − i time. Thus, by denition, the
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function satises
FP(x) =
8><
>:
0; x< 0;
1 +
X
j>0
 X
16i6k
FP(x − j − i)
!
; x>0:
Notice that if x>1 then
FP(x)− FP(x − 1) =
X
16i6k
FP(x − i)
so FP(x) also satises the following recurrence:
FP(x) =
8>><
>>:
0; x< 0;
1; 06x< 1;
FP(x − 1) +
X
16i6k
FP(x − i); x>1:
(1)
We now describe how to use this recurrence relation to develop a simple algorithm
for calculating FP(x) and fP(n): (This algorithm is rather straightforward. We only
include it because it will be a necessary subroutine for the broadcasting algorithms.
We also note that the algorithm requires exact arithmetic.)
For convenience we set 0 = 1: Now note that if the i are all integers then F(x)
can only change at integral values and we can use an array F[ ] to store the values
F(0); F(1); F(2); : : : and incrementally calculate F[ j+1]=F( j+1) using Eq. (1) and the
values already stored in F[0]; F[1]; : : : ; F[ j]: Calculating F( j) will therefore take O(kj)
time. To calculate f(n) it is enough to calculate F(0); F(1); F(2); : : : ; incrementally
until reaching the smallest j such that F( j + 1)>n: This will take O(kf(n)) time
which, as we shall see in Theorem 3.6, is O(k lg n) time.
The diculty in extending this to the general case is that, in the general case, F(x)
can change values at nonintegral x; in fact it changes value at all of the elements in
the set
fa00 + a11 +   + akk : (a0; a1; : : : ; ak) 6= (0; 0; : : : ; 0); the ai
nonnegative integersg:
We now set l0; l1; l2; : : : to be the elements in this set sorted in increasing order. For
example, if k = 2, 1 = 43 and 2 =
3
2 then the sequence is
1;
4
3
;
3
2
;
12
6
;
14
6
;
15
6
;
16
6
;
17
6
;
18
6
;
20
6
;
21
6
;
22
6
;
23
6
;
24
6
;
25
6
; : : :
while if k = 1 with 1 =
p
2 then the sequence is
1;
p
2; 2; 1 +
p
2; 2
p
2; 3; 2 +
p
2; 1 + 2
p
2; 4; 3
p
2; 3 +
p
2; 2 + 2
p
2; : : :
Note that, since F(x) only changes at the lj; F(x) = F(lm(x)) where
m(x) = maxfj: lj6xg
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and thus
F(x) =
8>><
>>:
0; x< 0;
1; 06x< 1;X
06i6k
F(lm(x−i)); x>1:
(2)
We use these ideas to design an incremental algorithm for calculating lj and F(lj):
The algorithm uses two arrays l[ j]; j=0; 1; 2; : : : and F[ j]; j=0; 1; 2; : : : to, respectively,
store the values lj and F(lj): A third array, M [i]; i=0; : : : ; k will be used to store the
m(lj − i) values.
Suppose then that we have already calculated lt ; F(lt) t = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; j; and stored
them in their appropriate arrays and that, furthermore,
M [i] = m(lj − i):
Note that lj+1 =
P
i aii for some (a0; a1; : : : ; ak) 6= 0 so lj+1 must be of the form
lj+1 = lt + i for some t and some i: But this means that lt6lj because otherwise
lj < lt < lt + i; contradicting the choice of lj+1 as the next value in the set greater
than lj: By denition, we know that
 If t6m(lj − i) then lt + i6lm(lj−i) + i6lj:
 If t >m(lj − i) then lt > lj − i so lt + i > lj:
Thus, for xed i;
minflt + i: lt + i > ljg= m(lj − i) + i
so
L[ j + 1] = lj+1 = miniflm(lj−i) + ig=minifM [i] + ig (3)
Also note that if lm(lj−i)=lj+1 then m(lj+1−i)=m(lj−i)+1 while, if lm(lj−i)>lj+1;
then m(lj+1−i)=m(lj−i): We should therefore update the M [ ] array by performing
M [i] =

M [i] + 1 if L[M [i]] + i = L[ j + 1];
M [i] if L[M [i]] + i 6= L[ j + 1]; (4)
and then
F[ j + 1] =
X
06i6k
F(M [i]): (5)
Thus, 2 iterating steps (3){(5) j times permits us to calculate l0; l1; : : : ; lj and the
corresponding F(lj) in O( jk) time. We can calculate f(n) by continuing this process
until encountering a j such that F(lj)>n:
3.2. A simple example { the POSTAL model
The POSTAL model was introduced by Bar-Noy and Kipnis in [4]. This model assumes
a network of n processors that are interconnected by a single communication medium of
2 We leave to the reader the startup process of calculating the rst few lj and setting up the arrays with
the initial conditions of the recurrence relations.
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latency . In other words, each processor is equipped with a single port for transmitting
messages, so that a message that is transmitted between any pair of processors will
always experience a latency of length .
As noticed by Bar-Noy and Kipnis, the optimal broadcast algorithm makes use of
the function F which is dened by
F(x) =
8<
:
0; x< 0;
1; 06x< 1;
F(x − 1) + F(x − ); x>1;
(6)
where we are using F to denote Ffg. Note that this equation is just (1) with P=fg:
(For convenience we will also use f to denote ffg.) For completeness we outline
here the Bar-Noy and Kipnis algorithm:
Algorithm BCAST
 Processor 0 wants to broadcast its message to processors 1 through n− 1: If n= 1
there is nothing to do. Otherwise processor 0 computes j=F(f(n)−1), and sends
to processor j a message with a request that j broadcast it to processors j + 1
through n− 1. Then, processor 0 applies Algorithm BCAST recursively to broadcast
to processors 1 through j − 1.
 A generic processor i, upon receiving the message and the range of processors
i + 1 through l, applies Algorithm BCAST to broadcast to this range. To this end,
processor i treats itself as if it were processor 0, and it treats the range of processors
i + 1 through l as if it were the range of processors 1 through l− i.
In the context of designing minimal-height trees the algorithm can be explained as
follows: processor 0 computes f(n) which determines the height of the minimal-height
tree on n nodes. Then j= F(f(n)− 1) is simply the maximal number of nodes in a
minimal-height tree whose height is smaller by one, and which corresponds to the total
number of processors to which processor 0 can broadcast the message after notifying
one processor (and thus spending a time unit). Now processor 0 asks processor j to
notify the rest of the processors, and this corresponds to having an edge (of length
) going out of node 0 of the tree to node j, which, in turn, grows a minimal-height
sub-tree on the rest of the nodes.
As mentioned above, Bar-Noy and Kipnis showed that this algorithm is optimal. This
actually follows from the fact that their algorithm builds what we call a minimal-height
tree and by Theorem 3.4. Since all minimal-height trees have height
f(n) = minft: F(t)>ng (7)
the running time of their algorithm will be exactly f(n): In their analysis [4] they
were only able to give an approximate (closed form) of the function f and show
f(n)62+
2 log n
log(de+ 1) : (8)
We now describe how lopsided tree analysis techniques easily give an \exact" for-
mula for f(n): We rst need some notation taken from [13]:
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Denition 5. Let (c1; : : : ; cr) be a tuple of r non-negative reals:
1. The tuple is rationally related if there exists d> 0 and positive integers (c01; : : : ; c
0
r)
such that
(c1 : : : ; cr) = d  (c01; : : : ; c0r) where gcd(c01; : : : ; c0r) = 1:
2. If (c1; : : : ; cr) is not rationally related it is said to be irrationally related.
Note that if (c1; : : : ; cr) are rationally related then d is uniquely dened.
We now state the general theorem on lopsided tree recurrences given in [13]: in
reality this is only half of the theorem; we leave out the other half because it will not
be of use to us here.:
Theorem 3.5. Let (c1; : : : ; cr) be given and L(x) be dened as follows:
L(x) =
8<
:
0; x< 0;
1; 06x<c1;
L(x) = L(x − c1) + L(x − c2) +   + L(x − cr); x>c1:
(9)
Now let  be the smallest real positive root of the equation Q(z)=1−zc1−zc2−  −zcr
and ’= 1=: Set c = (
Pr
i=1 ci’
−ci): Then;
1. If (c1; : : : ; cr) is rationally related
L(x) = E(x)’x + o(’x)
where E(x) = [d=c(1− ’−d)]’−dfx=dg(1− ’−c1 ) is a periodic function with period
d where d is as dened in Denition 5. fxg represents the fractional part of x:
e.g.; f3:24g= 0:24:
2. If (c1; : : : ; cr) is irrationally related then
L(x) =
1− ’−c1
c ln’
’x + o(’x):
This theorem 3 was proven using generating function (rational case) and Mellin
transform (irrational case) techniques. We will see a related proof later in Section 4
when we analyze the OPTICAL RING model.
Note that the function F(x) is actually L(x) in the theorem with r=2 and (c1; c2)=
(1; ): The pair is therefore rational if and only if  is rational.
We now invert the results of Theorem 3.5 to nd:
Theorem 3.6. Let >1 be given and f(n) be dened as in (7). Let  be the smallest
real positive root of the equation Q(z) = 1− z − z; ’= 1= and c = ’−1 + ’−:
1. If = p=q; where p; q are relatively prime positive integers then
f(n) =
1
q
dq

log’ n− log’

(1− ’−1)
cq(1− ’−1=q)

e+O(1):
3 We should note that the proof of this theorem for the special case r=2 is implicit in both [18,29], both
of whom, using radically dierent techniques, study the function g(t) = F(ln t):
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Furthermore there is some N > 0 such that if n>N then the O(1) term is of the
form 0 or −1=q.
2. If  is irrational then
f(n) = log’ n− log’
1− ’−1
c ln’
+ o(1):
Proof. Recall that F(x)=L(x) where L(x) is as dened in Theorem 3.5 with r=2 and
(c1; c2) = (1; ): We rst deal with the case that =p=q; p; q relatively prime positive
integers. L(x)=F(x) can only change at values of x that are integral multiples of 1=q;
Substituting x = md; d= 1=q; into Theorem 3.5 with (c1; c2) = (1; ) yields
F(md) =
d(1− ’−1)
c(1− ’−d)’
md + o(’md): (10)
This implies that there is some integer M such that for all m>M; F(md−d)<F(md):
Therefore if n is large enough there must be an integer m such that F(md−d)<n6
F(md) implying f(n)=md. Taking log’ of both sides of Eq. (10) and then inverting
completes the proof of part 1.
In the irrational case, for xed > 0; Theorem 3.5 implies that there is some X such
that F(x− )<F(x) for all x>X: This in turn implies that if n is large enough we
can nd x such that F(x− )<n6F(x) and therefore that x− <f(n)6x: Taking
log’ of both sides of F(x) = (1 − ’−1)=(c ln’)’x + o(’x) and then inverting yields
part 2 of the theorem.
We note that in both cases the rst order asymptotics are the same, i.e., f(n) 
log’ n. It is the second order asymptotics that are dierent. If  = p=q; e.g.,
5
7 , then
time in the system can be considered in integral multiples of 1=q, e.g., 17 . This means
that messages can only be sent or received at times that are integral multiples of 1=q;
the theorem tells us (with error of at most one time unit), which multiple this is.
If  is irrational, though, there is no basic time unit quantum in the system and
messages can be received at all times of the form t = i+ j; i; j nonnegative integers.
The theorem then tells us that as n gets larger we can analyze the time required for
the optimal protocol with greater and greater accuracy.
A question that arises is how well f(n)  log’ n compares with the previously
known upper bound f(n)62 + (2 log n)=[log(de + 1)] seen in Eq. (8). Since the
new bound is an exact asymptotic description it is obviously better than the old one.
It is dicult to describe how much better since that depends upon both  and n. One
way is to note that, as  ! 1; it is possible to prove that the ratio between the old
and new bounds
2 log n
log(de+ 1)
1
log’ n
=
2
log’(de+ 1)
! 2:
This means that as  gets larger, for xed  the ratio between the two bounds would
approach 2 as n ! 1: (We do not provide proof of this convergence because it is
outside the scope of this paper and would take us too far aeld.)
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3.3. The multi-port multi-media model
The POSTAL model is just a special case of a system with several communication
media and a corresponding set of latencies P=f1; : : : ; kg. Assuming that the latencies
are ordered so that 1626   6k , then the rst communication medium is the most
ecient, then the second, etc. Clearly, unless some other consideration prevents it, a
processor that wishes to transmit a message will always use the most ecient medium.
Now assume a (relatively strong) model, in which a processor may transmit on all
its out-ports (using all available communication media) simultaneously. Transmitting
can be repeated on every port at every successive step. The time of message arrival,
however, depends on the latency of the corresponding medium. We dub this model the
MULTI PORT MULTI MEDIA model.
We now attempt to design an optimal broadcasting algorithm for the MULTI PORT
MULTI MEDIA model. In view of Theorem 3.4 we switch to present instead an algorithm
for the construction of a minimal-height tree on n nodes with P as its parameter set.
As a result of this switch the algorithm becomes a straightforward generalization of
the Bar-Noy and Kipnis Algorithm BCAST. Furthermore, its correctness proof and
its proof of optimality are direct corollaries of Theorem 3.4. The algorithm is given
below, and is described as a recursive procedure taken from the point of view of the
root of the tree called node 0. The calculation of the functions FP(x) and fP(n) can
be performed as described previously.
Algorithm MULTI PORT BCAST
Node 0 as the root of the tree, wants to construct a minimal-height tree on n nodes.
In addition to n we also have a variable l which is initially set to zero, but which
grows to larger integral values in recursive calls. The parameter l denotes the level
of recursion, and is used to avoid the creation of multiple edges emerging out of the
same node and having both the same parameter and the same length.
If n= 1 there is nothing to do, tree is complete. Otherwise node 0 proceeds in two
steps:
(1) It creates up to k children nodes that are used as the roots of further subtrees,
as follows:
Let j0 = FP(fP(n)− 1). For all i= 1; : : : ; k let ji = ji−1 + FP(fP(n)− i). For each
i such that n − ji−1> 0 node 0 creates a child node indexed ji−1 and connects itself
to it by an edge of parameter i and length l + i. Now node ji−1 is assigned with
the task of constructing a minimal-height sub-tree on minfFP(fP(n) − i); n − ji−1g
nodes of which it is the root. This task is carried by a recursive call to Algorithm
MULTI PORT BCAST, with the variable l set to zero, with node ji−1 renamed to 0,
and with the other nodes on which the subtree is to be built renamed to 1 through
minfFP(fP(n)− i)− 1; n− ji−1 − 1g.
(2) It constructs a minimal-height sub-tree on minfFP(fP(n)− 1); n− 1g nodes of
height fP(n) − 1 of which it is the root. This task goes simply by calling Algorithm
MULTI PORT BCAST recursively for the construction of a minimal-height tree (of height
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fP(n)−1) on minfFP(fP(n)−1); n−1g nodes, except that the variable l grows by 1
in the recursive call.
Using Theorem 3.4, the following claim guarantees that this algorithm can be used
as an optimal broadcast algorithm.
Claim 3.7 (Correctness and optimality). Algorithm MULTI PORT BCAST constructs a
minimal-height tree on n nodes with respect to the parameter set P.
Proof. Successive splits to disjoint ranges guarantee that no node has two parents, thus
the constructed graph is a tree. The variable l guarantees that no two edges of the same
parameter and length are used by the same node for connecting to its children, thus
the constructed tree is a lopsided tree. The edges of the tree have the parameter set
P, hence the tree is part of TP. Thus, since FP(fP(n))>n we have that the number
of nodes in the tree constructed by the algorithm is exactly n. Since the height of the
constructed tree is exactly fP(n), the tree is of minimal-height with respect to P.
Since this algorithm is optimal the time that it will it take to broadcast to n nodes
will be exactly fP(n): The asymptotic growth of this function can be analyzed in
precisely the same way in which we analyzed f(n) in Theorem 3.6.
Theorem 3.8. Let P= f1; : : : ; kg and
fP(n) = minfx: FP(x)>ng:
Let  be the smallest real positive root of the equation Q(z) = 1 − z −P16i6k zi ;
’= 1= and c = ’−1 +
P
16i6k i’
−i .
1. If (1; 1; 2; : : : ; k) is rationally related then
fP(n) =
1
q
dq

log’ n− log’

(1− ’−1)
cq(1− ’−1=q)

e+O(1)
where q> 0 is the unique value such that there exist positive integers (c00; c
0
1; : : : ; c
0
r)
with
(1; 1; 2; : : : ; k) =
1
q
 (c00; c01; : : : ; c0r) where gcd(c00; c01; : : : ; c0r) = 1:
Furthermore there is some N > 0 such that if n>N then the O(1) term is of the
form 0 or − 1q .
2. If
(1; 1; 2; : : : ; k)
is irrationally related then
fP(n) = log’ n− log’
1− ’−1
c ln’
+ o(1):
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The proof is almost the same as that of Theorem 3.6 so we do not repeat it here.
For use of the theorem we note that (1; 1; 2; : : : ; k) is rationally related if and only if
at least one of the i is irrational. We also note that as in Theorem 3.6 the rst order
asymptotics are the same for both the rational and irrational cases, i.e., f(n)  log’ n.
4. Topology-dependent broadcasting
In this section we describe how the relationship between optimal broadcast algorithms
and trees can also help in the analysis of models that deviate from our initial intuition
of a topology-free network. Note that any topology enforces some additional restrictions
on the communication pattern (and on the structure of the corresponding tree). Once
the additional topological restrictions are included in the structure of the corresponding
tree, it is straightforward to formally reprove the relation for the model at hand by
repeating the arguments of Section 3.1.
As an example we develop an optimal broadcast algorithm for a network called the
OPTICAL RING. In our example we identify the restrictions implied by the topology on
the structure of the corresponding tree.
4.1. The OPTICAL-RING
The OPTICAL RING of n processors 0 through n−1 consists of a ring-like topology, so
that processor i is connected to processors (i−1)mod n and (i+1)mod n. Neighbors can
send messages to each other (where sending a message takes one unit of normalized
time for both the processing time and the time of message arrival). In addition, there
is a second communication medium, so that every processor can send a message to
any other processor in the network; Such a transmission takes one unit of processing
time by both the sending and the receiving processors, and  units of transmission
latency time (including the processing time) for the message (unless the transmission
is destined to the same place as the previous one, in which case the total processing
and latency time is one unit of time).
The OPTICAL RING was suggested as a model for the actual implementation of a par-
allel computer (Related architectures can be found in [16,27,28,30]). The idea is to
physically implement the communication in the OPTICAL RING by letting each processor
have two \electrical" connections with its two neighbors, on which messages may be
transmitted and received at any time. In addition, each processor will have an \opti-
cal" communication device that may be described as a ray of light which may point
to any other processor for transmitting messages. Changing the direction to which the
ray points takes  units of time, which is where the latency parameter arises here.
Sometimes this pointing procedure may be better described in physical terms of tuning
the transmission to the correct wavelength, which is commonly a costly operation. In
any case, it should be obvious where the name \optical ring" came from.
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Like many distributed models, the OPTICAL RING does not have a central control. Thus
local decisions determine the progress of the distributed communication and computa-
tion. With respect to optical technology and for the sake of algorithm design, optical
transmission is usually dened as a collision model, i.e., when two processors attempt
to transmit to the same (non-neighbor) processor, then there is a collision indication
but no otherwise useful information is communicated. The precise denition here is
irrelevant to us as our algorithms will be collision-free.
4.2. Broadcast algorithms on the OPTICAL-RING
The new feature we face when designing a broadcast algorithm for the OPTICAL RING
is the dependence of the \electrical" communication medium on the topology. We
thus have several types of nodes in the tree. First, we split the nodes according to
the parameter of the edge they are hanging on (i.e., the medium used to transmit the
message to this processor in the broadcast algorithm):
Type-I nodes { those that are connected to their parent by a parameter- (\optical")
edge, and
Type-II nodes { those that are connected to their parent by a parameter-1 (\electric")
edge.
For consistency with the restriction on message transmission we dene the (global)
root of the tree to be of type-I.
Note that a type-I node might have two children of type-II, whereas a type-II node
can only have a single child of type-II. This corresponds to the fact that in an ecient
broadcasting scheme type I nodes can broadcast to both of their neighbors on the ring
while type II nodes can not because one of their neighbors { the one that sent the
message to the type II node { has already received the message.
Generalizing these concepts to an innite tree we say that all type-I nodes of the
innite tree will have two children of type-II, whereas all type-II nodes of the innite
tree will have a single child of type-II. Both types of nodes in the innite tree will
have Type-I children at depths ; 2; 3; : : : . Fig. 5 depicts the two types of nodes in
the innite tree. Fig. 6 illustrates the rst four levels of the innite tree corresponding
to = 2.
For purposes of analysis this motivates us to assign to each type of node a \leaf
pattern" which generalizes the notion of an innite lopsided tree.
 Type-I nodes have
1. Two type-II children at depth 1;
2. Type-I children at depths ; 2; 3; : : : .
Type-II nodes have
1. One type-II child at depth 1;
2. Type-I children at depths ; 2; 3; : : : .
Since the nodes of the tree span the nodes of the ring, a type-II child must correspond
to a direct neighbor of the ring processor to which its parent corresponds. Furthermore,
since we are worried about the topology, we must also consider directions (of the
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Fig. 5. Illustrations of Type-I and type-II nodes in the innite tree.
neighbors). We deal with this by recalling that the processors of the ring are numbered
cyclically, and by letting node r of the constructed tree correspond to processor r of
the ring. We say that node 0 is to the left of node 1 which is to the left of node 2,
etc., and that node n− 1 is to the left of node 0. The reverse relation is dened to be
right direction. Considering the topology of the ring, the following restriction should
be incorporated into the algorithm:
Restriction 4.1. A type-II node that has its parent to its right; may only have a
type-II child to its left. A type-II node that has its parent to its left; may only have
a type-II child to its right.
All the trees in the rest of the discussion in this section contain nodes that are either
of type-I or type-II, and no other type. Relating broadcasting in the ring to such trees
is done in the following claim.
Claim 4.1. Any type-I tree (i.e., a tree whose root is of type-I) on n nodes corresponds
to a broadcast algorithm on the OPTICAL RING of n processors.
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Fig. 6. The rst four levels of the OPTICAL RING tree for = 2: Nodes are labeled as type-I or type-II. Once
the tree is taken to correspond to a certain broadcasting algorithm, then node numbering corresponds to
the numbering on a ring of size 24 with an edge connecting a node to its child if the node broadcasts to
its child. Edges pointing to type-II nodes are given \directions", so that a sequence of parent-child type-II
nodes that originates in a type-I node are all connected by edges pointing to the same direction, either left
or right. Furthermore, the node numbering on such a sequence is consecutive (see Claim 4:1).
Proof. We need to show that there is always a labeling 0 to n− 1 of the nodes of the
tree so that Restriction 4:1 holds. Note that there are at most two sequences of type-II
nodes that emerge out of a type-I node, and these have to be labeled consecutively in
a single range of labels: one of the sequences can go to the \left" and the other can
go to the \right", where the type-I node will be placed \in the middle". The total size
of all the ranges is exactly n and they do not intersect. Thus they can be packed into
the global range of 0; : : : ; n − 1 (in an arbitrary way), and this packing determines a
labeling of the nodes of the tree which obeys 4:1.
As an example, consider the numerical labeling of the nodes in Fig. 6. Note the
consecutive labeling of sequences of type-II nodes.
As a technical point, the processor initiating the broadcast will always assume that
it has the label assigned to the root of the tree. The other processors will have to shift
labels accordingly.
The reverse direction is similar to the topology-independent cases:
Claim 4.2. Any broadcast algorithm on the OPTICAL RING of n processors determines a
tree on n nodes.
Thus, similar to the topology-independent case, Claims 4.1 and 4.2 imply the fol-
lowing corollary.
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Corollary 4.3. Any type-I tree of minimal height on n nodes corresponds to an opti-
mal broadcast algorithm on the n processors OPTICAL RING; and vice versa.
Let TI be an innite tree with a type-I root, TII an innite tree with a type-II root,
and dene
F(x) = jfv 2 TI: depth(v)6xgj; (11)
G(x) = jfv 2 TII: depth(v)6xgj: (12)
Since every broadcast algorithm in the ring can be drawn as a tree that follows the
leaf pattern conventions we nd that maxfF(x); G(x)g=F(x) is an upper-bound on
the maximum number of processors that can be broadcast to within x units of time.
(We will soon see that this upper bound can be achieved.)
Also, by denition, the functions F(x) and G(x); satisfy
8x< 0; F(x) = G(x) = 0
and
8x>0; F(x) = 1 + 2G(x − 1) +
X
i>1
F(x − i); (13)
8x>0; G(x) = 1 + G(x − 1) +
X
i>1
F(x − i): (14)
We start by reducing these innite recurrences to nite ones. First notice that, for
x< 0; G(x) = 0 and for 06x<; G(x) = 1+G(x− 1): Unwinding this recurrence
gives
806x<; G(x) = 1 + bxc:
Furthermore, for x>;
G(x) = 1 + G(x − 1) + F(x − ) +
X
i>2
F(x − i)
= 1 + G(x − 1) +
"
1 + 2G(x − − 1) +
X
i>2
F(x − i)
#
+
X
i>2
F(x − i)
=G(x − 1) + 2
"
1 + G(x − − 1) +
X
i>1
F(x − i)
#
=G(x − 1) + 2G(x − ):
Also note that for x>0 we can subtract Eq. (12) from Eq. (11) to nd
F(x)− G(x) = G(x − 1):
Putting everything together we nd that
G(x) =
8<
:
0; x< 0;
1 + bxc; 06x<;
G(x − 1) + 2G(x − ); 6x;
(15)
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and
F(x) =

0; x< 0;
G(x) + G(x − 1); x>0 (16)
4.3. An optimal broadcast algorithm on the OPTICAL RING
We are now ready to present the optimal broadcasting algorithm for the OPTICAL RING.
We denote the height of minimal-height trees on n nodes as follows:
fOPT(n) = minfx:F(x)>ng; gOPT(n) = minfx:G(x)>ng:
As in the topology-independent case, a type-I tree of minimal height on n nodes can
have height fOPT(n). Thus an optimal broadcast algorithm is derived by presenting
an algorithm for the construction of a minimal-height type-I tree on n nodes.
Note that, using Eq. (15) we can use an algorithm similar to that developed in the
previous section for the lopsided trees to calculate G(x) eciently. We can therefore
also calculate gOPT(n); eciently, and using (16), F(x) and fOPT(n) as well.
As before, the algorithm is described from the \point of view" of node 0 which is
supposed to construct the tree, but may assign work to other nodes for the construction
of the sub-trees that are rooted in them. When a node is assigned the construction of
a sub-tree, it views itself as if it were node 0 (but not necessarily of type-I). It then
follows the instructions of the recursive call to Algorithm Optical Ring BCAST below,
with the assigned range of nodes \renamed" to be 0 through n− 1.
Except for n, the algorithm uses two variables that are passed in the recursive calls
in order to control directions and node types:
 CHILD DIRECTION is (for type-II nodes) the opposite direction of the nodes’
parent, and is initially (recursion level 0) RIGHT. At any point in the algorithm
O CHILD DIRECTION denotes the opposite direction to CHILD DIRECTION.
 TYPE is either I or II with respect to the parameter of the edge on which the current
node is hanging ( or 1, respectively), as described above. It is initially I.
The algorithm also uses two local variables to keep track of the size of the sub-trees
it creates:
 TOTAL counts the root plus the total number of nodes in sub-trees that are con-
structed in recursive calls throughout the algorithm. It is initialized to one, and
obviously should reach n.
 D TOTAL counts the total number of nodes in sub-trees that are constructed in
recursive calls throughout the algorithm in the direction CHILD DIRECTION.
Algorithm OPTICAL RING BCAST
type-II child in the direction CHILD DIRECTION:
Let jII=G(gOPT(n)−1); t=minfjII; n−1g; TOTAL=TOTAL+t; D TOTAL=t.
If t > 0 then
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Connect to the neighboring node x in the direction CHILD DIRECTION
with an edge of parameter and length 1, and assign x with the task of con-
structing a minimal-height sub-tree of which it is the root on the range of
t consecutive nodes to its CHILD DIRECTION. This task is carried by a
recursive call to Algorithm OPTICAL RING BCAST, with TYPE set to II and
CHILD DIRECTION as in the calling node.
type-II child in the direction O CHILD DIRECTION:
Set t =minfjII; n− TOTALg.
If t > 0 and TYPE=I then
Set TOTAL=TOTAL+t. Connect to the neighboring node x in the direction
O CHILD DIRECTION with an edge of parameter and length 1, and assign
x with the task of constructing a minimal-height sub-tree of which it is the root
on the range of t consecutive nodes to its O CHILD DIRECTION. This task
is carried by a recursive call to Algorithm OPTICAL RING BCAST, with TYPE
set to II and CHILD DIRECTION set to O CHILD DIRECTION of the
calling node.
Iterating type-I children:
Let i = 0; jI = F(fOPT(n)− ); t =minfjI; n− TOTALg.
While t > 0 do
Connect to the D TOTALth node x in the direction CHILD DIRECTION
with an edge of parameter  and length  + i. Assign x with the task of con-
structing a minimal-height tree (of which it is the root) on the nodes D TOTAL
through D TOTAL+t − 1 if CHILD DIRECTION is right, or on the nodes
D TOTAL−t + 1 through D TOTAL if CHILD DIRECTION is left. This
task is carried by a recursive call to Algorithm OPTICAL RING BCAST, with
TYPE set to I and CHILD DIRECTION as in the calling node.
Set D TOTAL=D TOTAL+t, and TOTAL= TOTAL+ t.
Let i = i + 1; jI = F(fOPT(n)− i − ); t =minfjI; n− TOTALg.
The correctness and optimality of the algorithm which corresponds to the con-
structed tree follow by the same type of arguments that were developed for Algo-
rithm MULTI PORT BCAST (Claim 3.7), and its running time is fOPT(n). In the next
subsection we show how to analyze this function.
4.4. Analysis
We start by analyzing G(x) and F(x) before inverting to nd fOPT(n).
Theorem 4.4. Let > 1; G(x) be dened by
G(x) =
8<
:
0; x< 0;
1 + bxc; 06x<;
G(x − 1) + 2G(x − ); 6x
(17)
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and F(x) by
F(x) =

0; x< 0;
G(x) + G(x − 1); x>0: (18)
Let Q(z) = 1− z − 2z; set  to be the value of the smallest positive root of Q(z);
and ’= 1=: Dene k = (1− ’−)=(’−1 + 2’−): There are two cases:
 = p=q is rational where p; q>1 are positive integers with gcd(p; q) = 1: Then
G(x) =
1
q(1− ’−1=q)k’
−fqxg=q’x + o(’x); (19)
F(x) =
1− ’−1
q(1− ’−1=q)k’
−fqxg=q’x + o(’x): (20)
  is irrational. Then
G(x) =
1
ln’
k’x + o(’x); (21)
F(x) =
1− ’−1
ln’
k’x + o(’x): (22)
Proof. The proof is split into two parts. In the rst we use generating function tech-
niques (see, e.g. [31]) to analyze the case in which  is rational; in the second we use
Mellin and Laplace transform ones to analyze the case in which  is irrational. The
ideas behind the analyses are very similar to those developed in [13] for the analysis of
standard lopsided trees. The fact that the initial conditions on the recurrence relations
in [13] are simpler than the ones on ours here complicates the analysis only slightly.
Rational : Suppose  = p=q; p>q> 0 integers with gcd(p; q) = 1: We start by
transforming the recurrence into one that only changes value at integer x by setting
A(n) = G(n=q): Then
A(n) =
8<
:
0; n< 0;
1 + bn=qc; 06n<p;
A(n− q) + 2A(n− p); p6n;
where the last equation follows from
A(n) = G

n
q

=G

n
q
− 1

+ 2G

n
q
− p
q

=G

n− q
q

+ 2G

n− p
p

= A(n− q) + 2A(n− p):
Now dene
Ua;b(z) =
X
06n<a
jn
b
k
+ 1

zn:
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Then
A(z) =
X
06n
A(n)zn
=
X
06n<p
A(n)zn +
X
p6n
A(n)zn
=Up;q(z) +
X
p6n
A(n− q)zn + 2
X
p6n
A(n− p)zn
=Up;q(z) + zq[A(z)− Up−q;q(z)] + 2zpA(z):
Notice that
Up;q(z)− zqUp−q;q(z) =
X
06n<p

n
q

+ 1

zn − zq
X
06n<p−q

n
q

+ 1

zn
=
X
06n<p

n
q

+ 1

zn −
X
q6n<p

n− q
q

+ 1

zn
=
X
n<p
zn
=
1− zp
1− z :
Then
A(z) =

1− zp
1− z

1
1− zq − 2zp : (23)
Now let P(z) = 1 − zq − 2zp: The proof of the following lemma is straightforward
(and is quite similar to the one given in [13]).
Lemma 4.5. Let P(z)= 1− zq− 2zp with p; q> 0 and where either p=q is irrational
or p; q are positive integers with gcd(p; q) = 1: Let  be the smallest positive root
of P(z): Then
1.  is a simple root with 0<< 1:
2. If P(z) = 0 and z 6= ; then jzj>:
Proof. Notice rst that  2 (0; 1) because 1 = P(0)> 0>P(1) = −2. For such a
 P0() 6= 0; so  must be a simple root.
To prove (2) suppose that z = ei is another root with 066; 06< 2: Since
6
R (P(z)) = 1− qR (eiq)− 2pR (eip)
> 1− q − 2p = 0;
where R (z) is the real part of z: Equality holds in the equation if and only if  = 
and R (eip) = R (eiq) = 1: In other words there must exist positive integers k1 and
k2 such that q = 2k1 and p = 2k2: This in turn implies q = 2 k1 and p =
2
 k2
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contradicting either the fact that gcd(p; q) = 1 in the case of p; q positive integers or
that p=q is irrational. Therefore P(z) = 0 and jzj6 imply z = :
Now A(n) is the coecient of zn in A(z): Since
P
n<p z
n = (1 − zp)=(1 − z) is
everywhere analytic the only poles of A(z) are the roots of P(z): From the lemma we
know that there is only one root of P(z) with smallest absolute value, call it ; that
it is real and that it is simple. Standard theorems on generating functions then yield
A(n) = cn + o(n), where = 1=; and
c =− 1− 
p
(1− )
1
(dP=d z)()
=
1− p
(1− )
1
qq + 2pp
:
The value of A(x) only changes at integers so
A(x) = A(bxc) = cbxc + o(x) = c−fxgx + o(x);
where fxg= x − bxc is the fractional part of x:
Now let Q(z)=1−z−2z;  its smallest positive root, and ’=1=: Then Q(z)=P(zq)
so = q; ’= q;  = ’−1=q; and
c =
1− p
(1− )
1
qq + 2pp
=
1− ’−p=q
1− ’−1=q
1
q(2pq ’
−p=q + ’−1)
=
1
q(1− ’−1=q)
1− ’−
’−1 + 2’−
;
G(x) = A(qx) =
1
q(1− ’−1=q)k
−fqxgqx + o(qx)
=
1
q(1− ’−1=q)k’
−fqxg
q ’x + o(’x);
where k = (1 − ’−)=(’−1 + 2’−) proving Eq. (19). Eq. (20) follows from
Eq. (18).
Irrational : Now suppose that  is irrational. We will use the following lemma due
to Fredman and Knuth which is a modication of an earlier result due to Landau:
Lemma 4.6 (Fredman and Knuth [18] Lemma 4.3). Let f(t) be a nondecreasing func-
tion of the real variable t; with f(t)>0: Assume that g(s) =
R1
1 f(t) dt=t
s+1 is an
analytic function of the complex variable s when R (s)>> 0; except for a rst-order
pole at s=  with positive residue C: Then f(t)  Ct:
Dene the function f(t) by f(t)= 0 for t61 and f(t)=G(ln t) for t>1: We will
use the lemma to nd the asymptotics of f(t) and thus G(x): To put this in context
we point out that g(−s) is actually the Mellin-transform of f(t) and thus the lemma
is revealed to be a special case of the inversion theorem for Mellin-transforms.
Plugging back into the dening recurrence of G(x) we nd that, for t>e;
f(t) =G(ln t − 1) + 2G(ln t − )
=f(t=e) + 2f(t=e)
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Now let Q(z)=1−z−2z: By Lemma 4.5, ; the root of Q with the smallest absolute
value is real, unique (that is no other root has absolute value equal to ), and simple.
We will now show that g(s) =
R1
1 f(t) dt=t
s+1 satises the conditions of Lemma 4.6
with =−ln =ln’: This will let us apply that lemma to nd the asymptotics of f(t)
and G(x) = f(ex): First we must show that g(s) is analytic in the half plane. To do
this let < and dene
G(x) =
8<
:
0; x< 0;
1 + bxc; 06x< ;
G(x − 1) + 2 G(x − ); 6x:
(24)
By induction, 8x; G(x)6 G(x): Now suppose that  is rational and ’ is the reciprocal
of the smallest positive root of 1−z−2z : Then, by the analysis for rational  performed
in the rst part of this proof, G(x)6 G(x)= ( ’x): As  approaches closer and closer
to  continuity implies that ’! ’ implying that G(x)=O((’+ )x) for every > 0:
Thus
f(t) = G(ln t) = O((’+ )ln t) = O(t+
0
):
for all 0> 0: This in turn proves that g(s) converges uniformly and is analytic in each
halfplane fs jR (s)>+ 0g or equivalently that it is analytic in fs jR (s)>g:
We can therefore solve for g(s) in that halfplane as follows:
g(s) =
Z 1
1
f(t) dt=ts+1
=
Z e
1
f(t) dt=ts+1 +
Z 1
e
f(t) dt=ts+1
=
Z e
1
f(t) dt=ts+1 +
Z 1
e
f(t=e) dt=ts+1 + 2
Z 1
e
f(t=e) dt=ts+1

=
"Z e
1
f(t) dt=ts+1 −
Z e
e
f(t=e) dt=ts+1
#
+
Z 1
e
f(t=e) dt=ts+1
+2
Z 1
e
f(t=e) dt=ts+1

=
"Z e
1
f(t) dt=ts+1 −
Z e
e
f(t=e) dt=ts+1
#
+ [e−s + 2e−s]g(s):
Notice that, by denition, for t < e;
f(t) = G(ln t) = 1 + bln tc:
So for e6t6e;
f(t=e) = G(ln (t=e)) = G((ln t)− 1) = bln tc= f(t)− 1:
Thus Z e
1
f(t) dt=ts+1 −
Z e
e
f(t=e) dt=ts+1 =
Z e
1
f(t) dt=ts+1 =
1− e−s
s
:
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from which we derive
g(s) =
1− e−s
s(1− e−s − 2e−s) =
1− e−s
sQ(e−s)
: (25)
Since (1 − e−s)=s is everywhere analytic the poles of g(s) are exactly the zeros of
Q(e−s): Therefore  = ln’ = −ln  is a pole of g(s) and from Lemma 4.5 all poles
of g(s) must be on or to the left of the line fs jR (s) = g: Furthermore, because 
is irrational,  is the only 4 pole on the line R (s) = : If not, some s =  + it; t 6= 0
would also be a pole so
0 =R (Q(e−(+it))) = 1− ’R (eit)− 2’R (eit)
> 1− ’− 2’ = 0;
which can only occur if
R (eit) =R (eit) = 1;
i.e., there exist integers k 6= k 0 such that t = 2k and t = 2k 0: But then  = k 0=k
contradicting the irrationality of : Thus  is the only pole on the line. Since we can
use Eq. (25) to analytically continue g(s) over and to the left of the line fs jR (s)=g
and we have seen that this analytic continuation has a rst order pole at s=  but no
other singularity on that line the function g(s) (actually it and its analytic continuation)
satises the conditions of Lemma 4.6. The residue of g(s) at s=  is
1− e−
(e− + 2e−)
=
1− ’−
ln’(’−1 + 2’−)
:
Applying the lemma we now nd that
G(x) = f(ex) =
1
ln’
1− ’−
(’−1 + 2’−)
’x + o(’x)
proving Eq. (21). Eq. (22) follows from Eq. (18).
We can now analyze
fOPT(n) = minfx: F(x)>ng:
Theorem 4.7. Let  be the smallest real positive root of the equation Q(z)=1−z−2z;
’= 1= and c = ’−1 + 2’−:
1. If = p=q; where p; q are relatively prime positive integers then
fOPT(n) =
1
q

q

log’ n− log’

(1− ’−1)(1− ’−)
cq(1− ’−1=q)

+O(1):
Furthermore there is some N > 0 such that if n>N then the O(1) term is of the
form 0 or −1=q:
4 This is a good place to point out that Mellin transform methods can also be used to analyze the case
of rational : If  is rational the critical line fs jR (s) = g contains a countable number of equally spaced
poles; combining their asymptotic contributions leads to the same result that we calculated using generating
function methods. The reason that we used generating function methods was to preserve some simplicity
and intuition in our analysis.
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2. If  is irrational then
fOPT(n) = log’ n− log’
(1− ’−1)(1− ’−)
c ln’
+ o(1):
Proof. Similar to the proofs of Theorems 3.6 and 3.8 so we do not provide further
details.
5. Conclusions
In this work we developed a general technique for the design and analysis of opti-
mal broadcast algorithms. As applications of our method we generalized and gave an
analysis of a known algorithm for broadcasting in POSTAL models, and gave an optimal
broadcast algorithm on the OPTICAL RING.
It would be interesting to extend the algorithm for the OPTICAL RING to a related
architecture that appears in the literature, namely, the OPTICAL MESH. The OPTICAL MESH
is the same as the OPTICAL RING, except that it has underlying \electrical" connections
in the topology of a mesh rather than a ring. In this case, identifying the restrictions
for the innite tree corresponding to some broadcast algorithm is a straightforward
generalization of Restriction 4:1. On the other hand, because the broadcast spreads
in two dimensions, identifying the structure of the optimal tree turns out to be a lot
harder, and is the focus of further research.
For the sake of pointing out directions for future research, we mention here in
passing several other global operations that received a lot of attention recently in the
context of modeling point-to-point packet-switched networks. These include: Broad-
casting multiple messages [2{4,6,9,24], Concatenation [12], Census [1,5,7,11,24], and
Index [2]. It seems to us that the relation of broadcast to lopsided trees given in this
article may be useful also in the context of these operations, as they are close relatives
to the broadcast operation.
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